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AND NO MAN CARED

This morning's scripture reading consisted of a parable of
u?Uf'""a rather uni(iue parable in that it is the only parable in

which Jesus gives a name to one of the characters. More important
than that, however, it is a very complicated and controversial parable.
Some have argued that part of it is an allegorical appendix never
really spoken by Jesus. Others have accepted it as a clear indi
cation that our positions after death will be the reverse of those
we occupied in this life, i.e. the rich here will be miserable
there, and the poor here will enjoy comfort there.

TT<4-u TS1f is "^ the part of the Parable we are primarily concerned
with. But one should probably not use the parable without making
some comment concerning these interpretations. Briefly I would
suggest that one has to interpret the parable in light of Jesus'
total teachings and philosophy and not as an isolated fragment.
Interpreting it in this way it seems obvious that Jesus never iudsed
?e2 m?rfiy °" the basis of their Possessions or lack of them. He
judged them on the basis of how they used whatever riches or talent
?v?eL?°SSeSSed;. St- Paul certainly interpreted Christ's teachings
in this way. It was not money, he said, that was the root of all
evil, but the love of money.

That part of the parable with which we are particularly con
cerned is only the first two sentences. May I refresh your memory:

"There was once a rich man who dressed in fine linen
and feasted in great magnificence every day. At his gate
covered with sores, lay a poor man named Lazarus who
would have been glad to satisfy his hunger with the
scraps from the rich man's table."

The whole tenor of the parable is to the effect that the rich
man often referred to as Dives because the Latin vulgate uses that
word to translate "rich", had no concern, no love, no compassion
o£r ^ P?or *a« w"° thus lay outside his gate. He was too much
%ll°l <d4.lnJ1TIDSelf t0 pay any attention to the needs of a beggar.
on^H^L of4.J^sus' Parable certainly seems clear. The rich man is
condemned not because he was rich but because he didn't care!

II

Today's sermon was born during the past summer as I listened
Tmf,o^erm0^ preac£f<* hy one or my fellow ministers, Maury Simons.
I must confess a bit ruefully that I do not remember the whole
turrll a™ P01^ ?f ^S Sermon' but that is a fate most sermons
TZH f" v> q f°°d 1? ,them is sh°rt-lived, so we must come back for
S£L2a? d8y; Z h8Ve occasionally had people ask me about a
what I said °K a previous Su"day, and even I can't remember








